Qatar IIRSM Branch

WhatsApp Group Policy

1. Common language of the group is English. Any other national or regional language abnegated.
2. Solely HSE related posts & share only allowed in this group. Any other posts will be removed along with the person doing so.
3. Don’t share members confidentiality information (Name, mobile contact number, company names) & plagiarized materials.
4. Maintain the discipline of group & amiable relation with fellow members. No personal chats or casual wishes allowed in-group.
5. Usage of unparliamentarily / abusive language will be a serious breach & the violators shall be removed swiftly from IIRSM WhatsApp group.
6. Kindly refrain from posts pertaining to controversial issues socially connected to politics / region / caste / gender, even if directly or indirectly related to HSE, as it can emanate unhealthy debates & chaos among members. Of course, it may be a significant issue but let make more noise out of this group.
7. Members subjected to the above breaches shall be removed sans prior warning considering the severity of breach
8. Job vacancies shared in the group forwarded as received by members, so kindly look into the authenticity of the same and the group or its members are not responsible for any loss.
9. Please ensure the quantity and genuinely of the information / HSE inputs shared in the group.
10. Share the group invite link only with IIRSM members.
11. All your active participation is immensely necessary for our group. Your valuable cooperation held in esteem.
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